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1. 
Illegal arrests, 
detentions and 
restriction of freedom 
of movement

In December 2017 in certain districts of Luhansk and Donetsk regions, controlled by the armed groups 
of so-called “LNR” and “DNR” new facts of human rights violations were identified: illegal detentions, 
restrictions of freedom of movement of civilians, obstruction of    the activities of international 
organizations, involvement  of schoolchildren into the events with propagandistic aims, coercion of the 
residents of so-called “LNR and  DNR” to join  “civic society organizations”, development of parallel legal 
system and violation of property rights. Unfortunately, all these human rights violations have become a 
«norm» for residents of the territories of so-called  “people’s republics”.

1. Illegal arrests, detentions and restriction of freedom of movement

In December 25th, 2017 press-service of “Ministry of State Security of LNR” informed that “military court 
of LNR” sentenced the serviceman to 12 years of imprisonment “for espionage in favor of a foreign state”. 
It is reported that “the sentence of military court of LNR found guilty of committing a crime against 
the grounds of the constitutional system and the security of the state stipulated by the art. 336 of the 
Criminal Code of LNR (espionage, that is, the transfer and collection the data by the instructions of 
foreign intelligence to use them against the security of LNR)”.

In December 14th, 2017 press-service in so-called “general prosecutor’s office of DNR” reported that 
by  the sentence of “military tribunal of DPR” , a resident of Donetsk was found guilty of committing 
a  crime stipulated by the art. 321 of the “Criminal Code of the DNR” (espionage) and sentenced to 
11 years of  imprisonment. Convicted, supposedly for fulfilling the SBU’s task, during the period from 
February to October 2016, the collection and subsequent transmission by electronic mail of information 
on the transfer of military equipment, on the servicemen of DNR, undergoing treatment in medical 
institutions, as well as the soldiers from Donetsk university the students of   Academy of Automobile 
Transport, where he worked.

In December 5th, 2017 press-service of “Ministry of State Security of DNR” informed that the citizen 
of Donetsk Valeriy Romanchenko, born in 1962, March 27th, detained by the employees of the so-called 
“special services of the DNR” on suspicion of espionage. Romanchenko allegedly carried out photo 
and video fixation of military units, equipment and other military objects of  “DNR”, as well as collecting 
information on civilian objects of infrastructure and communication.

On the 8th of December 2017 the “Ministry of State Security of DNR” reported that on suspicion of treason 
in favor of Ukrainian special services a married couple from Donetsk: Kochmuradov Andrey Anatolyevich 
and Lazareva Yelena Viktorovna was detained. Lazareva worked at the neurosurgical department of 
the Donetsk clinical territorial medical association and is accused of transferring the SBU data on the 
military personnel of “DNR”, who have been treated there. The husband of the woman allegedly provided 
the personnel of Kyiv’s intelligence services with personal data of consumers while working at the 
Internet company.

In December 29th, 2017 the media of “DNR” reported that “security services” detained the group 
of people used the “Phoenix” cellular operator equipment to carry out encrypted calls. “Security services 
of DNR” suggest that «this scheme is used by officers of the special services of Ukraine to coordinate 
the activities of agents and diversion groups in the territory of DNR, and additionally with its help, calls 
of threats of false terrorist acts are made.”
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3. 
Coercion for 
membership in “civil 
society” organizations 
and participation 
in “patriotic” 
and “social” actions 
of “LNR” and 
“DNR”. Involvement 
of children 
in propaganda

2. Development of parallel legal system, advocacy, notary, courts

In the territory controlled by illegal armed groups of    “LNR” and “DNR”, so-called “authorities” 
and controlled media continue to inform local people and world community on activity of their “state 
agencies” and results of their “work”. It should be noted that this activity has no legal force and is aimed 
only at demonstrating the so-called “statehood” in the “republics”.

In December 22nd, 2017 the media of “DNR” reported that 45 440 employees of the enterprises that 
in March of this year went over to the external management of  “DNR”, became members of trade unions.

3. Coercion for membership in “civil society” organizations and participation in “patriotic” and “social” 
actions of “LNR” and “DNR”. Involvement of children in propaganda

In the territories controlled by members of illegal armed groups of the “LNR” and “DNR”, military-patriotic 
propaganda among children, teenagers and youth is actively carried out, involving them in membership 
in “civil society” organizations.

So-called “Public movement “Peace to Luhansk region” incorporated its 100 thousandth member, 
the  resident of Stakhanov, Anton Tokariev. The press-center of “Public movement “Peace to Luhasnk 
region” informed on this event on the 29th of December.

In the so-called “DNR”, at the enterprises controlled earlier by Ukraine, and currently seized by pro-Russian 
militants, after the introduction of so-called “external management”, the involvement of the employees 
in the “civil society movement” the “Donetsk republic” continues. Thus, 10 employees of Zuyev thermal 
power plant and 10 employees of Khartsyzsk tube plant joined the ranks of civil society movement 
“Donetsk republic” in December.

The so-called “authorities” continue to engage children in propaganda in the territories controlled 
by illegal armed groups of “L / DNR”.

Thus, in December 15th, 2017 in Piervomaysk in the action “The candle of memory” commemorating 
memory day of Russian journalists dead in eastern Ukraine, the school children from the detachment 
of the children’s and youth organization “Young guard” of Public Movement “Peace to Luhansk region” 
opened on base of Pervomaysk specialized high school Nr 6 participated in the event.

2. 
Development 
of parallel legal 
system, advocacy, 
notary, courts
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In December 20th,  2017 in Luhansk in the day of the centennial anniversary of All-Russian Extraordinary 
commission - later called the KGB (Committee of State Security) at the monument of Dzerdzhynsky 
the rally was arranged. About 100 people, the activists, the communists and members of Comsomol 
partcipated. The children also took part in the rally.

4. Violation of property rights

In December 2017, in the territories of “DNR” and “LNR”, the process of so-called “nationalization” 
of enterprises that had previously operated under the jurisdiction of Ukraine or belonged to the citizens 
of Ukraine, living in the territory controlled by Ukraine since the beginning of the conflict, continued. The 
process of “searching for the owners” is widespread.

Thus, in  “LNR” in December the so-called “state committee of taxes and fees” posted 30 announcements 
about the search for owners of various property.

It should be noted that applications from owners are accepted within 60 days from the date of the 
announcement published. After the expiration of this period, the enterprises pass under the control 
of the “republic”.

4. 
Violation of property 
rights


